INNER PEACE & TRANQUILITY
Snowflake Obsidian: A stone of purity, Snowflake Obsidian brings
about a balance to body, mind and spirit. Snowflake Obsidian can
remove negativity from a space or person with ease. Volcanic in origin,
Snowflake Obsidian helps to draw emotions to the surface and to
examine harmful thought patterns. It symbolizes the need to regularly
clear your body, heart, mind, and spirit of toxins that can prevent the
free flow of positive energies. The healing energies of this stone will
help you achieve a balance in your body, mind, and spirit. Whatever is
causing you fear, pain, or worry will be removed. It will calm and
soothe you. It will reassure you that there's no need to feel afraid
when you know that you will always get the support that you need.

About this orgone
An orgone device is a substance made of resin, metals and quartz that
strengthens your body's energy field, helping to protect you from neg
ative energy and EMFs. Crystals work by exposing your energy body to
a certain healing frequency, until your natural frequency is raised to
resonate with the crystal's.

Crystals

Other Material

Quartz: Its metaphysical purposes are vast, from helping to expand
consciousness to facilitating open communication and stimulating the
chakras. For those needing clarity of mind, clear quartz healing
properties will eliminate energy blockages and allow energy to flow
smoothly throughout the body.

Copper: Copper is known as the lucky metal, as well as the healing
metal. It is the conductor of the spiritualist's belief system. Copper
conducts spiritual energy back and forth between individuals, crystals,
auras, the mind and the spirit world. Any stone with Copper, in or
around it, is said to have enhanced properties.

Lapis Lazuli: Lapis Lazuli-is a powerful crystal for activating the higher
mind and enhancing intellectual ability. It stimulates the desire for
knowledge, truth and understanding and aids the process of learning.
It is excellent for enhancing memory. Other properties include: reliev
ing stress, bringing deep peace; harmony and deep inner self-knowl
edge; self-awareness and self-expression; honesty and compassion;
boosts confidence and the ability to confront others; and bonds rela
tionships.

Brass: Composed of Copper and Zinc, Brass has metaphysical healing
properties to boost the immune system and to give courage. Repeated
wearing of Brass jewelry pieces will cause them to take on your own
body chemistry revealing your personal energy signature.

Red Jasper: Red Jasper is a good stone for healing both in a physical
and metaphysical sense. It helps in removing the energy blockages in
the chakra to bring an overall balance and improved health. Wearing a
Red Jasper necklace focuses your mind and eases your w��
because it resonates with all the energy centers in the body. /1 �_
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All orgones are made using various shaped silicone molds and resin.
Additional items and metals such as aluminum and brass may be
included to create a unique design. This particular also includes a bit of
glow powder.
Price: $125.00, Size: 5.5" (base) x 3.5" (height),
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Mixed Media Artist
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